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S - -2 DXBARYONS AND HYPERNUCLEI

C. B. Dover

Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York, USA

ABSTRACT

Future prospects for the exploration of doubly strange hypernuclear systems are
evaluated. Such systems may be produced via the double strangeness exchange reactions
(K ,K ) or (K ,K°) on nuclear targets. Theoretical estimates are given of the forma-
tion cross sections for = hyptrnucle^r states via the one-step K~p -* K =~ process, or
discrete^ states of the AA hypernucleus in the two step reaction K~p •+ TT°A followed by
IT p •*• K A. Recently, there has been much discussion of six quark (dibaryon) states in
the Bag Model. Arguments are giv^n which indicate that the (K~,K ) reaction on light
nuclear targets (ex. He) affords a very promising way of producing che lowest-lying
S = -2 dibaryon (called the H).

I. INTRODUCTION

The spectroscopy of strangeness S = -1 hypernuclei (A and £) has received much
attention over the past decade (1). In contrast, the properties of nuclear systems
of strangeness -2 are essentially unexplored. A few candidates for AA and = hyper-
nuclear events exist in the emulsion data (2, 3) but these systems have not been
looked for in modern experiments with magnetic spectrometers, which have focussed on
studies of the (K ,ir) reaction. In this paper, strong motivation is provided to look
for bound states of S = -2 systems, in the form of = or AA hypernuclei or stable six
quark states.

The simplest S = -2 systems beyond Che =(1321) or = (1530) are dibaryons. Quark bag
models (4) predict a variety of six quark states with different strangeness. There has
been intense discussion on the existence of S =» 0 dibaryon resonances in nucleon-nucleon
scattering (5), as well as possible S - -1 dibaryons seen in the Ap system (6). In both
cases, the proposed six-quark bag states are unstable with respect to strong decay. This
gives rise to difficult questions of interpretation, since one must distinguish between a
true dibaryon signal and a threshold enhancement produced as a coupled channel effect
(NN+-»- AN for S = 0, AN«-»-EN for S » - 1 ) . The situation is potentially more favorable in the
S => -2 sector, where the Bag Model predicts (7) a dibaryon (the H, with quark composition
(uuddss)«+ -P=Q) which is stable agairmt strong decay. The H plays a special role in multi-
quark (n >*3) spectroscope, since it is the only such object which is predicted to decay
weakly. In addition, it cannot be confused with a deuteron-like non-relativistlc bound
state, since it is supposed to be strongly bound (80 MeV or more) with respect to the AA
threshold. Here, we provide some estimates of the crcs? section for the reaction
•'He(K~,K*)nH, which indicate that this process offers a most promising tool for H production.

The (K ,K *°) reactions on nuclear targets provide a window on the spectroscopy of =
and AA hypernuclear states. We argue here that such studies represent one logical next
step in tns evolution of hypernuclear physics (another important step would be the high re-
solution study of S - -1 hypernuclei). The new spectroscopy of H and AA hypernuclei is
rich, although only a restricted portion of these states (high spin states with no spin
flip) are excited with measurable cross sections in the high momentum transfer (K ,K)
reaction. One goal of these studies would be to extract information on the single particle
properties of a = in the nucleus, i.e. the real and imaginary well depths and the one-body
spin-orbit potential. Recently, narrow E-hypernuclear states have been observed (8). As
we indicate here, narrow = states are also likely to exist; their widths depend delicately
on the hypernuclear wave functions as well as the (essentially unknown) rate for the =N-»*AA
conversion process. One might also ultimately hope to learn something about the AA and =M
residual interactions, which would be useful in extending our knowledge of the SU(3)
structure of baryon-baryon forces.



II. = H •PERNUCLEI

The spectroscopy ai\d production cross sections expected for = hypernuclei are dis-
cussed in some detail in a recent paper by Dover and Gal (9), which is summarized in
skeletal form here.

In the emulsion data, there are about seven events which are candidates for interpre-
tation in terms of r hypernuclear formation (10), The species tentatively identified
ranged from 5He to

 3?Mg. Except for the 3 ° M g event, the = binding energy B_ displays a
smooth mass dependence, which can be reproduced with a phenomenological potential V_(r) of
the form "

V_(r) exp«r-R>/a))
-1

(1)

*l/3Assuming R =• roA ' , with r = 1.1 fm and a = 0.65fm, we obtain the = well depth V _ %
2 4 + 4 MeV. Theoretical predictions (11) based on the SU<3) potential model of deSwart
et al. (12) give V = 23 MeV (Model D) or -28 MeV (Model F). Thus, if the = emulsion data
are taken scriously7 Model F of deSwart et al. (12) is strongly disfavored, since it pre-
dicts a repulsive = potential. Using the potential of Eq. (1), one may now generate the
spectrum of anticipated = single particle states in a variety of nuclei. The results are
shown in Fig. 1. These are the bound = states that one would populate in the (K~,K ) re-

action on 1 2C, 1 6 0 , 2 8 s i a n d 40 C a targets,
respectively; the resulting =N~^ particle-hole
states would acquire a spreading width T= due to
the strong conversion process =~p •* AA. No data
exists on this reaction in the momentum region
(<300 MeV/c) of interest. Estimates of r- have
been based on a K and K* exchange model for
="p -+ AA (9). This yields rough estimates of
T_ £ 10 MeV for s-states and 5 MeV or so for =
scates near threshold. For particular £ con-
figurations, the optical model estimates of T_
may be substantially modified due to the spiti-
isospin selectivity of the =~p •+• AA process, i.e...,
at low momentum, it can proceed only via the

So, 1 = 0 channel. Such an effect has been dis-
cussed for Z hypernuclei (13), where the analo-
gous reaction Z p -*• An goes predominantly through
the lSlt I = 1/2 channel.

Various schemes may be envisaged fot mak-
ing = hypernuclei: a) produce a beam of fast
= particles, degrade them in energy, and look
for capture of slow ='s in nuclei; b) look for
the direct one step production of a r-nuclear
state in the (K~,K ) or (K " \ K ° ) reaction; c) the
use of multi-body final states, such as (K ,KTT),
to produce a lower momentum =. Methods b) and
c) have been examined in ref. (9). The (K~fKir)
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Fig. 1. Single particle states for the =

channel does not appear to be very promising, since the produced E is still not slow, and
the problems p* detection efficiency and resolution are more severe. The momentum transfer
Q(0°) for a K at 0° is shown in Fig. 2 as a function of K lab momentum, both for proton
and heavy nuclear targets. For a wide range of p. ., we see that Q(0°) for the (K~,K ) re-
action on a nucleus is somewhat larger than the Fermi momentum, hence leading to the popula-
tion of high spin =N states.

The rates for the formation of = hypernuclear states in (K~,K ) are proportional to the
elementary K p -*• K £ cross section. The available information is summarized in Fig. 3,
taken from ref (9); the data is averaged over the small angle region for the K , including
a factor a which accounts for the kinematic transformation from the two-body Co many-body
lab systems. The forward K p •*• K+=~ lab cross section displays a peak in the region of
plab ^ l t 8 G e V^ c* Since Q<0°);,varies slowly in this region, as per Fig. 2, the (tT.K

4")
cross sections to discrete 5N7- hypernuclear states just follow the momentum dependence of
the elementary process. For C and Si targets, the forward lab differential cross sec-
tions for the (K'.K*) reaction, leading to =N~ states in *|Be and 2fMg, are shown In Fig. 4.
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Fig. 2. Momentum transfer for = production.
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Fig. 3. Forvrard cross seccion for = pro-
duction

The preference for high spin states is
evident. Even for the highest spin
bound states shown, the reaction is mis-
matched, i.e. the cross section drops
monotonically with angle. In the region
of 1.8 GeV/c, the cross sections to =N~^
states are predicted to be as large as
1 yb/sr; since kaon beam intensities at
this momentum are mucn larger than at
800 MeV/c, where (K ,TT ) experiments are
typically done, such cross sections
should be accessible experimentally.
High resolution is not required, since
the = spreading width is presumably o£
the order of a few MeV or more.

Fig. Forward cross sections for discrete =-hole

states

III. AA HYPEXNUCLEI

Double A hypernuclei may be formed in the (K~,K ) or (K ,K ) reactions via two-step
processes KN - ra\ followed by TTN •+ KA or KN -*• K= plus =N •* AA. These two mechanisms are
expected to be well separated kinematically. AS we saw in II, the KN - K^ process peaks
around 1.8 GeV/c, while TTN - KA is maximal at a much lower pion momentum about 1.02 GeV/c,
corresponding to a kaon momentum of 1.1 GeV/c. We concentrate on this latter process here,
providing estimates of (K ,K+) cross sections for discrete AA hypernuclear states. Earlier
estimates focussed on sum rules (14) , which indicated that most of the (K ,1c1") strength (a
few ub/sr) went into the quasielastic part of the AA spectrum (because of the sizable
momentum transfer). Here we concentrate on the very small cross sections (a few nh/sr) to
d iscrete kt\ states.

To estimate the AA cross sections via the two-step process K p -*"ir°A, ~ p •* K A, we
have adapted (15) the coupled channel code (16) CHUCK to the present situation. Back
coupling is neglected, so our results are equivalent to second order DWBA. Full distortions



of the K , 7T , and K waves are included, using optical potentials of Woods-Saxon shape
which are adjusted to reproduce the available scattering data for K's and IT'S on ^C at
800 MeV/c (17). Bound state wave functions for protons and A's in a Woods-Saxon poten-
tial are used to generate transition form factors; the parameters of the well are adjusted
to reproduce the appropriate separation energies.

As typical examples, the reactions 0(K ,K )̂ /tC and Ca(K ,K. )^^Ar have been in-
vestigated at 1.1 GeV/c. As for the = hypernuclei, the highest spin states of the AA hyper-
nucleus are preferentially populated in the (IĈ K**") reaction, since the momentum transfer
is of order 400 MeV/c, even at 0°. Some of the states expected in l&C are shown in Fig. 5.
Me indicate only natural parity states obtained by coupled (5^5/^)^=3-0, ( S\P/)L=1 S-0 or

^PAP/^L»2 5=0 AApairs to the 0+ ground state of the C core and the 2 + core excited state
at about t-8 MeV. The latter state in l*c is particularly relevant in a weak coupling

picture of «"£c, since in the shell model it is a
relatively pure two-hole state, i.e.
l6O(g.s.) gj (p3/2Pl/2)r=2 S=0* T h e o C h e r l o w

lying core states in 15c are dominantly of 3 hole-
1 particle or 4 hole-2 particle character with
respect to ^°0, and do not enter in the weak cou-
pling limit considered here. The highest spin bound
state+of Jjjc which wouLd b_e populated in the
(K ,K ) reaction is the 4 configuration of struc-
ture 14C(2+) © CpAPA)L*2,S=0- Note that the spin-
flip amplitudes for both fel •+ TTA and TTN •*• KA are
rather unimportant, so we consider only natural
parity states in the intermediate nucleus -?N and
S * 0 AA pairs in Jjjc. The possible routes"to 4 +

final states for the two-step (K^K"1") process which
we consider are shown in Fig. 6. Each transition
is labelled by the orbital angular momentum trans-
fer AL, which also equals Aj (since AS=0) . The
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Fig 5. Natural parity levels in C
AA

transition to the pAp^ final state is
seen to proceed in two successive tiL=2
transitions via ipAP-1)2+ states in
ĵfN. Since the KN •*• irh process has
low momentum transfer q at 0° and
irK •* KA has high q, a different
sharing of the total angular momen-
tum change AJ = 4 can lead to a
kinematic enhancement of the (K~,K )
cross section. An example is given in
rig. 6, where AL - 1 followed by
AL a 3 Ie3ds to a 4 + state
of the form WC(2 +) % UAdA)L=2,S=0-
The differential 0° cross sections
to the two 4 + states arp sho\̂ n in
Fig. 7. Even though the dA is a

 Aji

continuum state (here taken to be artificially bound by 0.1 MeV, with a very 3arge r.m.s.
radius) , the cross sections to the P^P,\ and sj^d^ 4+ states are comparable, of the order
of several nb/sr. In an oscillator potential, the s^d^ configuration would have the same
energy as P A P A * ^OT a ^ore realistic Woods-Saxon potential of depth Vo^( ̂  30 MeV, the d
single particle resonance lies more Chan 10 MeV in the continuum and is very broad
(I>10 M e V ) . Thus the 4 + state in jJj?C arising ftom s^d^ would generate a smooth
background spread over a broad range of excitation energies above the

Fig. 6. Routes from the 0 carget 0 to the 4
states in 16C

.



state, which is particle stable (p^

Fig. 7. (K ,K ) cross sections to selected states
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is bound by about 3 MeV here). In Fig. 7 , we
also show the (K",^) cross sections
to other selected states in \fc. The
cross sections to lover spin states
of type (sfld^) and (p/vp^) are
much less than those to
"stretch states". Note that one can
populate unnatural parity states in
}§C at 8 ^ 0 ° , even in the absence
of spin flip in either of the two-
body reactions, but the cross sec-
tions are
negligible. The (K^K"*") cross sec-
tion to the v^C ground state is
also seen to be small (low spin).
In Fig. 8, we display the (K~,ld")
excitation function at 0°. We in-
clude the J$C states of Fig. 5.
The largest cross section Co a AA
bound configuration goes to the 3"
state. The strength associated with
the continuum s^d^ configuration has
been spread over about 15 MeV, rough-
ly the escape width of the d^. The
other states are provided with a vidt:
of 2 MeV, to account for experimental
resolution.

We have made some attempts (IS)
to determine an optimum target for
(K ,K ) reactions, in order to pro-
vide the best matching of AJ and q.
In addition to 1 ^ 0 , another good
example seems to be 4 0Ca. In this
mass region, the d^ single particle1

state is just bound (by ^ 1 MeV),
so one can have successive d -> d^
transitions to particle stable state*
in AJjAr- In the shell model, the
38A.r core has a 4 + excited state
which has a sizable component of
*°Ca gj ( d - 1 d - 1 ) L a 4 i S = 0 . In the
veak coupling picture, we obtain a
high spin 8 + state by coupling a
(^^!\)i_~^ 3=Q pair to this 4 + core
state. The CK",^) cross section
to this state is of the order of a
few nb/sr, as for an 1 60 target.

Excitation function at 0° for
160(K-,K+)^C at 1.1 GeV/c



IV. THE H DIBARYON

The spectroscopy of multiquark states is a very intriguing subject. Quark "molecules"
with more complicated structures than QQQ or QQ have often been discussed theoretically
and searched for experimentally, for instance Q Cp "baryonium" states, Q Q 2* resonances,
and Q 6 dibaryon states. The Q6 states come with various values of strangeness. For S=0
and S = -1, many states have been predicted, and some experimental candidates exist (4-6).
The problem is that all of these Q states have strong decay channels available, and so it
is difficult to disentangle multiquark bag states from cross section enhancements due to
coupled channel effects near thresholds. This is true for structures seen in NN scattering
near the NA threshold and in the Ap system near the IN thresholds. The S = -2 sector is
unique, in that it offers a candidate for a six quark state which is stable against strong
decay. This particle, the H, was first proposed by Jaffe (7). It has quantum numbers
Jn *» 0+, 1 = 0, and a predicted mass soice 80 MeV below the AA threshold, around n^ = 2150
MeV. The quark composition of the H is uuddss, with all six quarks in the lowest s-state.
Such an object could be formed by a fusion of two three-quark bags, without the need for any
quarks to be promoted to higher orbitals (for NN, in contrast, some quarks must be pushed up
to the p-state to satisfy the Pauli principle ?n the six quark bag). Clearly, the fact that
all quarks occupy s-states in the H contributes to its appreciable "condensation energy"
with respect to two A's. As an amusement, one might also imagine other stable multiquark
objects of this type, an example being a "Noah's Ark" particle with all quark species present
in pairs: (uuddssttbbcc)o+ I=IO*

One might ask whether an object with the quantum numbers of the H can be produced in
ordinary potential models. Using the SU(3) model of deSwart et al. (12), one can construct
AA and = p potentials from various meson exchanges in the SQJI=O channel (18). Because of
the absence of a one pion exchange terra, the attractive potentials in this channel (or any
other) are not sufficient to support any S = -2 bound state. Thus the H, if it exists, is
clearly not a non-relativistic two-body bound state.

The weak decay modes available to the H depend on its mass. For m^+m -Hn.<nL,<2m
(2195 MeV < a^ < 2230 MeV), the channel H •+ ANir is open, so T H is presumably of order
10~ 1 0 sec (^T A). If m + m < n. < m + m + m. (or 2130 to 2195 MeV), then the modes
H •* S"p, J°n, and An prevail. For mA + m ^ m^ < mT -Hn^ (2055 to 2130 MeV), only fl •* An
is left among the YN decays. Finally, if 2ra < m^ < m^ + iv, only the doubly weak mode
H •* nn survives, and the H lifetime would be very long (assuming a typical strong inter-
action decay width of 100 MeV or T s t rong "

 1 0~ 2 3 sec, and Tweafc % lo~
l 0 sec, we might

naively expect T., % (T O"^T £ 1 0 sec» S i v e °* Cal^e a f e u orders of magnitude).

If mfi < 2130 MeV, the neutral H decays only to neutral particles, and it could not have
been seen in emulsis»i experiments.

To get an idea of how to produce the H, it is useful to note its approximate wave
function decomposition tl9):

8
C

 > +\/1/:L0 I E K > i = o + i / 1 / 4 ° 1AA

When grouped into two three-quark states, we see that the H prefers to dissociate into
color octets. The most favorable observable channel is -N. which enjcys 10% of the pro-
bability. An attempt to find the H in the reaction pp •* K K + H was made at Brookhaven (20),
but the cross section limits are not very restrictive. The simplest mechanism for this
reaction involves two p -*- K+A dissociations, followed by AA -*• H recombination. However, the
'.'s are in general far off-shell and have a large relative momentum, which is unfavorable
for H form-it Ion; quasielastic AA production is much more likely. A more natural way to
produce the H is via the (K~,K+) or (K~,K°) reactions. Here one brings in one unit of
strangeness, which obviates the need for using double associated production. The mechanism
for the prototype reaction •^He(K~,K+)Hn is shown on the left in Fig. 9. The process
K~p -*• K+=" is followed by ^"p fusion to form the H. The quasielastic background is generated
by the process on the right. Note that He is the simplest target which supplies a iii-
proton; since the pp pair is automatically in a So state and the K~(pp) •+ K (="p) reaction
has no spin-flip at 0°, the ="p pair is also a *S O and hence in the correct spin state to
form an H. In reactions K"d •* K (i"n) I = 1 or K~d •*• K ° U ~ p ) s = 1 at 0°, on the other hand, the
=~N pair is prepared with the wrong isospin or spin to become an i\.



Fig. 9.

There are other advantages of the process of Fig. 9 for II production: Che elementary
0° cross section for K p -> K+=~ is not small, being about 40 ub/sr at 1.8 GeWc (see Fig. 2).

Also, the =~ recoils wich a lab momentum
around 400 MeV/c; thus the ^~p relative
momentum p^ can be fairly snail for pro-
tons near the Fermi surface. In calculat-
ing the cross section for H formation a la
Fig. 9, we (21) have used an expression
for the =~p -*• H vertex T motivated by Che
harmonic oscillator quark, model:
r = Toexp(-p2K2/]r2), where EL, is the bag
radius of tne H, ana TQ contains the color-
spin-flavor recoupling coefficient ana
geometrical factors involving the bag
radii. This expression for T emphasizes
the importance of naving low p^ to obtain
a sizable 5~p -*• H fusion probability.
For the ^He wave function, we have used a
simple product of harmonic oscillator func-

tions in the relative momenta. Plane wavea are used for the K~,K+, n and H. Preliminary
results for the H production cross sections on a 3He target are shown in Figs. 10 and 11, In
a missing mass experiment, in which both the K and tie,utron are detected, the H would show
up as a well defined peak which, if m^ is well below the AA threshold, is nicely separated
from the broad quasielastic background. Even if only the K4" is detected, it should still
be possible to see the H, since ic shows up as a narrow peak in the K'̂  momentum spectrum
at 0D. If the H mass is too close tc the AA and =""p thresholds, however, the signal due to
the H taay be more difficult to separate from enhancements due to final state interactions.
One may also consider heavier targets, which provide more di-proton pairs, but are, more subjec
to distortion effects. The effective number of pp pairs is expected to grow much less rapialv
than Z("-l>, due to absorption (particularly of the K~), in analogy to the very slow N de-
pendence o* the effective neutron number in (K~,7r~) reactions (22). The He(K",K+n)H
reaction is the cleanest case, if doth K. and neutron are detected in coincidence. This
experiment is well worth doing: it tests a crucial prediction of the tfIT bag model, i.e.,
the existence of the stable H, and may provide the first definitive example of an n qucrk

state with n ^ 4,
0.4

Reaction mechanism for H production on

a He target (aj; quasielastic back-

ground (b)

1.56

2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3

mH(GeV)

Fig, 10 (left). Differential cross sec-
tions for H production on He. The upper
curve shows the momentum spectrum of the
K+ at 0°; the lower curve gives the neutro-
angular distribution.

Fig. 11 (above). Differential cross sectic
for H production (only K + detected) as a
function of the mass of the H.
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